Abstract-We describe some inconsistencies in John Rushby's axiomatization of time-triggered algorithms that he presented in these transactions and that he formally specifies and verifies in the mechanical theorem-prover PVS. We present corrections for these inconsistencies that have been checked for consistency in PVS.
INTRODUCTION
THIS comment's purpose is to make a few minor corrections to John Rushby's paper, "Systematic Formal Verification for FaultTolerant Time-Triggered Algorithms," which appeared in volume 25, number 5 of these transactions [1] . 1 Rushby presents four principle assumptions (or axioms) about the behavior of timetriggered systems. He describes his use of these axioms in the systematic formal specification and verification of time-triggered systems in the mechanical theorem-prover PVS [2] . Two of these four axioms are inconsistent; in fact, one is inconsistent in three separate ways. Once the axioms are made consistent, one axiom is redundant; it is a corollary of the other. Finally, a contradiction can be derived from another of the four axioms and some other minor axioms in the formal specification. These inconsistencies appear in both the printed paper and the PVS specifications, but, when the printed axioms are ambiguous due to being more informally stated, we defer to the PVS specifications. We discovered these errors while attempting to interpret these axioms by formally providing a model using theory interpretations in PVS [3] . When a "canonical model" did not satisfy the axioms, we quickly realized these axioms not only fail to model the domain, but are, in fact, inconsistent. Once the errors were discovered, it was fairly straightforward to mend them. 2 This comment does not suggest a failure of formal verification. Rushby is widely considered to be an expert (if not the expert) in the mechanized verification of fault-tolerant real-time systems, particularly in PVS. These errors escaped his attention, despite formally verifying the theory. They also apparently escaped the attention of the reviewers of these transactions, the reviewers of an IEEE workshop, 3 and the numerous researchers who have cited this work, including this author. 4 Because these relatively elementary errors went unnoticed by both Rushby and his peers, this is further evidence that formal verification is crucial to ensure the correctness of a specification. However, a mechanically checked specification and verification is only as sound as one's axioms. The lesson here is the axiomatization of real-time systems is extremely difficult and, to ensure that an axiomatization is consistent and correctly models the intended domain, a formal verification should include a demonstration that some canonical implementation satisfies one's formal specifications.
INCONSISTENCIES AND CORRECTIONS
We begin by stating Rushby's definition of inverse clocks and Clock Drift Rate Axiom.
Definintion 1 (Inverse Clock
). An inverse clock for process p is a total function
The domain of an inverse clock is called realtime and the range is called clocktime. The drift of nonfaulty clocks is bounded by a realtime constant 0 < < 1.
Axiom 1 (Clock Drift Rate).
Axiom 1 can be revised as follows:
However, even this is unsatisfiable:
We weaken the inequality by taking the floor and ceiling of the drifts:
Even with these revisions, no function satisfying Axiom 3 is an inverse clock, as defined by Definition 1. Proof. By contradiction. The set IN is totally ordered with a least element, so there exists some t 2 IR such that C p ðtÞ C p ðt 0 Þ for all t 0 2 IR. Let t 00 2 IR, where t 00 < t, such that bð1 À Þðt À t 00 Þc > 0.
. By Axiom 3, bð1 À Þðt À t 00 Þc þ C p ðt 00 Þ C p ðtÞ. However, because bð1 À Þðt À t 00 Þc is assumed to be strictly greater than zero, C p ðt 00 Þ < C p ðtÞ, contradicting our assumption that C p ðtÞ is least.
t u
We therefore extend the range of an inverse clock from IN to Z Z.
Defiinition 2 (Revised Inverse Clock
). An inverse clock for process p is a total function C p : IR ! Z Z.
Note that the inconsistencies in Axioms 1 and 2 hold regardless of whether an inverse clock is defined by Definition 1 or Definition 2.
A second inconsistent axiom is the Monotonicity Axiom. Nonfaulty clocks are monotonic: Proof. Because < is a total order over IR, Axiom 4 implies that C p is an injective function, but there exists no injection from the reals into the integers (or natural numbers). t u
A satisfiable revision of monotonicity weakens the consequent slightly:
Axiom 5 (Revised Monotonicity).
Axiom 5 now becomes a corollary of Axiom 3:
Theorem 5. Let Axiom 3 hold. Prove Axiom 5.
The third inconsistency can be derived from the axiomatization of when messages are sent and received by nonfaulty processes. Let sent p ðq; m; tÞ be a relation that holds if process p sends message m to process q at realtime t. Similarly, let recv q ðp; m; tÞ be a relation that holds if process q receives message m from process p at realtime t. The following axiom relates the delay between when a nonfaulty process sends a message and when a nonfaulty process receives it. Let the maximum delay be a realtime constant such that ! 0. 
Axiom 6 (Maximum Delay
)
